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July 2, 2017

Dear Mr. Huerta,

RE: Sunset Boulevard and Highland Property - ENV-2015-2026-EIR

IT IS WITH GREAT LOVE THAT I WRITE THIS LETTER TO YOU.

I am a resident multiple generations of Los Angeles; Hollywood, CA area, who is very concerned about the Crossroads of
the World Development. This entire complex is going to be an extremely negative impact on our community. The good of
this horrible intrusive project does not outweigh the bad, and that is why this development cannot be allowed to happen
at all. It will bring more problems to our area than foreseen by these developers who have only a financial interest in this
project.

This massive structure is going to take away our much needed RSO housing in order to put in more unaffordable luxury
housing that we really, in all practicality, don't need. The developers want to have 22 liquor licenses serving alcohol in
close proximity to four schools, which is one of many most dangerous attributes of this project.

The three (3) proposed towers can't be anchored to the bedrock and cannot really be secured to anything which is unsafe
and unhealthy for our community and environment all together. This is a MAJOR catastrophe which the tax payers will
end up having to pay for. Aside from that issue, earthquake damage will endanger the tenants' lives, as well as, those of
international tourists and visitors. This is so harmful for all of us, our neighborhood, and neighboring communities in all
areas of building.

This community needs protection for the housing we can actually afford. We do not need developments that will threaten
our peaceful, pursuit of happiness which our U.S. Constitution speaks about, harmonueous, simplicity of our community
with dangerous high-rises that we don't want. Please protect our extremely needed RSO housing. Do not permit more
destruction.

Destroying multiple Historical Monuments busing which presently sits on this existing site is outrageous and unbreakable.
You cannot destroy any historical building structure, has been identified and documented as a historical monument which
is the main purpose of making this discovery and docuketnin historical monuments. PLEASE reconsider your position on
this matter. If not for the sake of humanity our human condition of all of us neighbors, our neighborhood, exiting historical
including and connecting neighborhoods for our future existance and livihood. We want to live a life we can afford and the
pursuit of happiness depends upon this structure not being a building in this property land site.

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter,
Tracy Green
A Very Concerned Hollywood resident
--

"DO SOMETHING EVERYDAY THAT SCARES YOU"- ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
Have a magnificent week!
With warmest regards, I am,
Sincerely;
Mz. Tracy Green

Great-Grand Daughter, Grand-Daughter, Daughter, Mother, Sister, Cousin, Friend of US.
Military Servicemen/Women & Veterans
Neighborhood Watch Block Captain
Mother, Artist,Writer, Native American, I.C.W.A., Political, Social Justice, Human, Civil, Children, Mothers,
Fathers, Animal and Tenants Activist;
Advertising. Legal and Marketing, Coordinator
Beverly Hills, CA
Tracy Green and Associates Consultancy (Previously ChrisCorian and Associates)
Beverly Hills, California
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